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Disarming Phrases

Notes

     I N E F F E C T I V E  P H R A S E S D I S A R M I N G  P H R A S E S

Yes, but…

If Joint Commission would have seen that…

You missed something.

We really need to talk.

That’s the policy.

What were you thinking?

Who taught you to do it that way?

That could have been a Sentinel Event.

Yes, and…

I would want you to tell me.

I think telling you this might help.

Do you have a minute for some quick feedback?

How do you see it? What are your thoughts?

I know you care about our patients as much as I do.

I know you are an expert nurse/doctor and only 
want to provide the best patient care.

I’m glad I was able to help catch this, since 
sometimes accidents fall through the cracks. We 
both have a chance to learn from this.

Key Point
Take the time to consider your words BEFORE you say them. Don’t just 
blurt out whatever is on your mind – first think about how others will 
hear, understand, and respond to your message. Consider: Is your message 
thoughtful and purposeful? Is your message respectful, or could it offend?
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Activity: Practice Communicating as an Ally

Directions

• Read each scenario.

• Work together to answer the discussion questions.

• Select a spokesperson to provide your group’s best advice in the debrief.

1. What will you say to Stephanie in response? Think about approaching her as an ally and any
disarming phrases you could include that might be helpful.

2. Suppose you know that Stephanie’s communication style is “Red.” How does this information
help you respond in a way that promotes teamwork and patient safety?

S C E N A R I O  1 :  D R E S S I N G  C H A N G E

You observe your teammate Stephanie perform a central 
IV catheter dressing change without wearing the required 
gown and mask. While performing sterile procedures 
like this, all nurses must wear gloves, gowns, and masks 
in order to reduce patient risk of a hospital acquired 
infection.

When you approach Stephanie to speak with her about 
not following the proper procedure, Stephanie says to you:

“Oh, I was just really busy and didn’t have time to put on a 
gown and mask. Besides, it’s not that big of a deal I do this 
all the time and I’ve never had an infection occur.”
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Activity: Practice Communicating as an Ally

1. What will you say to Dr. Weathington in response? Think about your approach as an ally and
any disarming phrases you could include that might be helpful.

2. Suppose you know that Dr. Weathington’s communication style is “Blue.” How does this
information help you respond in a way that promotes teamwork and patient safety?

S C E N A R I O  2 :  W O U N D  C A R E  S P E C I A L I S T

While you are performing charge duties, two nurses 
approach you to complain about Dr. Weathington, a wound 
care specialist. They are both shocked to have seen her visit 
three different patients without washing her hands.

When you approach Dr. Weathington to speak with her 
about what the nurses told you, Dr. Weathington says  
to you:

“I’m the doctor and I don’t need you to tell me  
what protocol is. If I want your advice, I’ll ask for it!”

Think About It! 
Author Rudyard Kipling stated, “Words are, of course, the most powerful drug 
used by mankind.” Has anyone ever said something to you that resulted in a 
physiological reaction, whether good or bad? For example, a message that made 
your heart “skip a beat” or made your “blood boil”? Remember the impact you can 
have by choosing your words wisely.
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